Spectral contrast imaging method for mapping transmission surface plasmon images in metallic nanostructures.
We propose a spectral contrast method to map the transmission images of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in metallic nanostructures. Comparing the intensities between two neighboring wavelength bands near the SPR wavelength, the signal-to-noise ratio for biosensing applications obtained using the proposed method is found to be ten times higher than that obtained by conventional intensity analysis and 1.6 times better than that obtained by peak-wavelength fitting. The dynamic range and linearity of the refractive index are comparable to the peak-wavelength shift measurement. Based on the detection method, a spectral modulation system for the optical microscope is developed, combined with a gold-capped nanowire array, to measure the biointeractions in microfluidic devices. The experimental results show that the proposed method obtained multiple detections with a detection limit of 1.04 × 10-5 refractive index units. Two types of analysis methods for SPR images are used to study the protein-antibody interactions. The region-of-interest analysis supports multiplexing detections in a compact microfluidic sensor. The effective pixel analysis eliminates low-response pixels and enhances the signal-to-noise ratios for sensitive label-free detection.